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AN ANAIYSIS OF ACCE=TION, ADEPEED, AND GUST-VELOCITY

DATA FROM A FOUR-ENGINE TRANSPORT AIRPIAKE IN

OPERATIONS ON AN EASTERN UNITED STATES ROUTE

By Thomas L. Coleman and Mmy W. Fetner

suMM&RY

Time-history data obtained by the NACA VGH recorder from one mcdel.
of a four-engine civil transport airplane during operations on an eastern
United States route are analyzed to determine the magnitude and frequency

. of occurrence of gusts, gust accelerations, and the associated airspeeds.
The results of the analysis sre compared with results previously reported
for two similar operations involving other types of four-engine transports.
The gust-load history for the present operation is indicated to be more
severe thsm that for the other two operations. The present airplsme was
operated in rough air at a higher percentage of its design speed than
were the other airplanes and this condition was primarily responsible
for the more severe load history for the operation.

INTRODUCTION

For a number of years, studies of the gusts and gust loads experi-
enced by trsnsport airplanes have been made by the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics through use of airspeed, altitude, and accel-
eration measurements taken during routine airline -rations. This
information in the past has proven useful in the formulation of design
requirements, in the studies of fatigue problems, and in the predicticm
of gust and gust-load histories for new types of operations. The present
report represents a continuation of this work and presents an analysis
of the gust velocities, gust accelerations, and the associated airspeeds
for operations of a four-engine transport airplane on routes in the
eastern United States. The acceleration and gust histories are compared
with those obtained in references 1 and 2 for two other types of four-
engine trersports operated on two different transcontinental routes. 33
order to obtain an estimte of the overall
data previously obtained from the NACA V-G
are used in conjunction with the data frmn

gust history for the operation,
reccmder on the present route
the NACA VGH recorder.
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APPARATUS AND SCOPE OF J)ATA
s

.

The data were obtained with am NACA VGH recorder which is described
in detail in reference 3. The instrument yields a time-history record
of the indicated airspeed, pressure altitude, and normal acceleration
for each flight of the airplane.

—

The model of the airplane from which the data were obtained has been
widely used on domestic and internationalroutes since about 1950. The
characteristics of the airplae which are pertinent to the evaluaticm of
the data are given in the following table:

Designgrosswei@t, W,lb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107,Ct)o
Wing area, S,sqft . . . . . . .’. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,6-50
Aspect ratio, A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.17
lkanaer@namicchord, 5, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.67

(Slope of lift cuxve, a, per radian computed from *) . . . 4.93 “
Design cruising speed indicated, Vcjmph.$.. . . . . . . . . . 271

Design speed for maximum gust intensity indicated (conputid
“-

according to ref. 4), VB,mph . . . . ., . . . . . . . . . . 187

Design never-exceed.speed indicated, V~,mph . . . . . . . . . 3Z!k

Gust-alleviation factor K for gross weight (ref. 4) . . . . . . 1.21
Limit-gust-load factor (computed.accordingto ref. 4) . . . . . . 2.31

The values listed in the table were obtained from the manufacturers
design data unless otherwise indicated. The slope of the lift curve was

computed from the relation ~ in order to be consistent with most

past evaluations of gust data. (For example, see refs. 1 ad 5.) The
limit-gust-loadfactor of 2.31 was computed according to current Civil
Air Regulations (ref. 4). This value is based on a gross weight of
107,oOO potids and an effective gust velocity Ue (ref. 6) of 30K feet

per second at the design cruising speed Vc of 271 miles per hour. .-

Although the limit-gust-loadfactor was calculated to be 2.31, the air-
.

plane was designed to the minimum maneuver-load factor of 2.5 as required
by regulations.

The data sample represents 594 flights totaling 1,038 flight hours
of routine commercial transport operation from August 1951 to August 1953.
On these flights, the airplane was used for passenger operations generally
on routes in the eastern United States. Flights averaged about 1:7 hours
in length and, although the average cruising altitude was about 12,000 feet,
altitudes of about 20,000 feet were attained occasionally. ●

w
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EVALUATION OF RECORDS AND RESULTS

3

●

The VGH records were evaluated essentially in accordance with the
methods used in reference 7 to obtain frequency distributions of gust
accelerations, airspeeds, and altitudes.

For evaluating the acceleration data, the steady-flight position of
the acceleration trace was used as a reference from which the gust accel-
erations were resd.. Only the maximum value was read for each deflection
of the acceleration trace greater than a threshold of ~0.3g from the
reference. The results sre summarized in table I in terms of the number
of accelerations within O.lg intervals for the total flight time and for
the portions of the record that the airplane was considered to be in the
climb, en-route, or descent condition. The climb condition covered the
time frm take-off until the airplane began to mints.in level flf+jhtas
was indicated by the altitude trace of the record. The descent was con-
sidered to begin when the airplsne beg= to lose altitude consistently
@ to end when the airplane touched down. The portion of the flight
between the climb and descent was considered to he the en-route condition
and ordinarily contained some en-route changes in altitude. The flight
hours, flight miles, and nmber of accelerations per mile for each dis-
tribution are also noted in table I.

Figure 1 presents the acceleration data for the total sample in
terms of the average number of accelerations that exceeded given values
per mile of fkQht. The ordinate values for the figure were obtained
from table Iby progressive suamation (stsrting with the frequency for
the largest ad of the total-frequency distribution and then division
of each sum by the total flight distance. The solid line in the figure
was faired to represent the data.

In order to cbmpare the present results with results obtained from
other similar types of operations, the acceleration distributions for
operation C of reference 1 and operation A of reference 2 also are shown
in figure 1. The operations represented by the data from references 1
and 2 are similar to the present operations in that they both involved
four-engine transport airplanes used in domestic medium-altitude operations
on flights which averaged about 2-hours duration. For convenience of com-
parison, some of the pertinent features of the operations are sumnarized
in table II.

Transport airplanes are designed for tifferent load factors depending
upon their particular characteristics and, therefore, the acceleration
distributions given in figure 1 cannot be used directly to compare the
gust loads on the different airplanes. In order to compare the gust-load
histories for the different airplanes, the acceleration distributions of
figure 1 are given”in figure 2 as a ratio of the peasured acceleration an



to the acceleration anL~ corresponding to the computed limit-gust-

load-factor increment for each airplane. The values of anw were

computed according to current Civil Air Regulations (ref. 4) and were
based on the design gross weight smd the design cruising speed v~ for

each airplane. The values of an~ used in obtaining figure 2 were

1.18g and l.~g for the data from references 1 and 2, respectively, and
1.31g for the present data.

In order to determine the gust velocities encountered during the
present operations, the airspeed and altitude corresponding to each
gust acceleration in table I also were read from the VGH records. These
values were then used to calculate the derived gust velocities Ude by

means of the gust equation discussed in reference 6. Tn these calcula-
tions, an average operating weight of O.@ design weight ad a mass
parameter corresponding to the midpoint for each 5,000-foot-altitude
interval was used. The results are sumarized in table III for the
total sample and for the given pressure-altitude intervals together
with the pertinent flight hours and flight miles. It should be noted
that, because of the use of the revised gust-load formula, the derived
gust velocities Ude are higher by a factor of roughly 1.6 for the
same turbulence than the corresponding effective gust velocities Ue
computed in past analyses of airline gust data. (See, for example,
ref. 7.)

The gust-velocity distribution for the total sample from table 111
is plotted in figure 3 to represent the aver~e number of gusts that
exceeded given values per mile of flight. The solid line in the figure
is faired through the data to indicate the trend of the distribution.
The apparent dropoff in gust frequency at the lowest gust velocity is
due to incomplete frequency counts near the reading threshold. For
cmparison, the distributions of gust velocities Ude for the two other
operations (refs. 1 and 2) previously mentioned also are indicated in
figure 3.

Past snalyses of VGH data have shown a large decrease in the fre-
quency of occurrence of gust velocities wtth increasing altitude. In
order to determine the variation in gust frequency with altitude for
the present operations, the gust data from table 111 are plotted in
figure 4 by 5,000-foot-altitudeintervals. J

For purposes of examining the airspeed practices, distributions of
indicated airspeed for the climb, en-route, and descent conditions were
obtained simply by reading the airspeed trace at l-minute intervals for
each flight. These distributions are given ~ figure 5 as the percent
of the time spent within given airspeed inte~als of 10 miles per hour
for each flight condition. In order to compare these data with the

#

—
.

.
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*
airspeeds used in rough air, the distributions of airspeeds for those
portions of the records in which gust accelerations greater than ~0.3g

. were experienced are showmin the figure by dashed curves. The flight
speed for msximum gust intensity VB and the design cruising speed VC
are also indicated in figure 5.

The accuracy of the data presented herein depends on the inherent
instrument errors, instalktfon errors, and reading errors. The inherent
instrument errors and a general discussion of installation errors are
given in reference 3. A discussion of reading errors applicable to the
present data is contained in reference 7. The VGH installation met the
basic installation requirements given in reference 3; consequently, it
is felt that the insta~tion errors for the present data are negligible.
The estimated maximum error for each of the quantities measured is given
below:

. Acceleratim,
Airspeed, mph
Altitude, ft .

.

g= ● ● ● ● ● ● ● “ ● “ “ ““ “ “ “ “ “ “ “ “ “ “ *0.Q5
t5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..00 . ..0.

2300. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ● .=.. .*.==

Based on considerations of the sample size (1,038 hours) and past
work on the reliability of results of the type presented, the distribu-
tions of accelerations (fig. 1) and gust velocity (fig. 3) are estimated
to be reliable within a factor of about 2 (on the ordinate scale) at
the smaller acceleration and gust-veloci~ values and within a factor
of about 3 at the higher values. These factors represent spreads of
roughly 20 percent in the value.of the acceleration and gust velocity
for a given frequency of occurrence.

The effect of dynsmic response on the accelerations measured at the
center of gravity of the airplane in the present investigation is umhown
and is not accounted for in either the acceleration or gust data. Where
results frcm other investigations are compared with the present resultss
it is assumed that dynamic response would not appreciably influence the
comparison since the airplanes were of the s- configuration and of
about the sane size.

DISCUSSION

Gust Velocities

Figure 3 shows that gusts of given velocities are about twice as
frequent for the present operation as for operation C of reference 1.
and from three to five times as frequent as for operation A of refer-
ence 2. These variations in the gust experience on the three routes
do not appear to be unusual in that they me no larger than the differ-4
ences commonly found between different routes. (For example, seerefs. 1
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and 2.) The differences among the gust experiences may result from a t

combination of several factors, such as actual differences in the amount
and intensity of rough air on the three routes, differences in operating
practices in regard to turbulence avoidance, or possibly from sampling

.

fluctuations as discussed previously. The detailed information necessary
to resolve the differences in the gust experiences is not available.

Comparison of the distributions of gust velocities for various alti-
tudes in figure 4.shows a large decrease in gust frequency with increasing
altitude, particular= in regard to gust velocities,below about 30 feet
per second. For example, gusts greater than 15 feet per second were
encountered about seven times as frequently below 5,000 feet as in the
10,000- to 15,0@-foot altitude bracket. Little difference is noted,
however, in the frequency of occurrence of the larger gust velocities
for the various altitudes. This result has been noted in scme previous
analyses and, as
through the more

suggested in reference 7,
fully developed clouds at

Accelerations

my be associated Wi-tiflight
the higher altitudes. —

.

.

Consideration of figure 1 shows that the shapes of the distributions
of gust accelerations for the three operations are verysimilfiandthat
the frequency of accelerations for the present operations is several
times that for operations A and B. The differences among the frequency
of accelerations for the three operations are due primarily to the vari-

.

ations in the gust experiences (fig. 3) and wing loadings since the
average airspeeds in rough air sre about equal for the three operations
(table 11). It may be noted that the difference between the frequencies
of accelerations for the present operation and operation A is due almost
entirely to the difference between the gust experiences (fig. 3) for the
two operations since the wing loadings of the two airplanes are about
equal (tAble 11).

An examination of the acceleration data for the ‘climb,en-route,
and descent conditions (table 1) indicates that over”50 percent of the
total number of accelerations occurred during descent and that less
than 10 percent occurred during climb. @en compared in terms of fre-
quency of occurrence per mile, however, the frequencies for the climb
and en-route conditions are approximately equal whereas the frequency
for the descent condition is four or five times higher. Consideration
of the airspeeds and altitude distributions for the three flight condi-
tions indicated that the high frequency of accelerations for the descent
resulted from the combination of high airspeeds and the large percentage
of time spent at very low altitude (below 4,000 feet) during descent
together with the greater smo~t of turbulence gensrdly found at low
altitude. The accelerations experienced during the different flight

.

conditions for the present operation conform with the results for other
airline operations. w“
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Load Histories

Comparison of the curves in figure 2 indicates that given fractions
of the computed limit-gust-load-factorincrement an anm were exceeded

/
about twice as frequntly in the present operations & in operation C
and larger differences sre noted w%en comparison is made with operation

I
For values of an %w of 0.2, the frequencies were about five times

those of operation A, whereas values of an anm of 0.6 were exceeded
I

about 20 times as frequently. For the three operations considered,

A.

therefore, a consider~ble &.riation exists among the gust-lmd histories
and these variations would be of importance to the designer and operator
when such a factor as fatigue life is being considered. These variations
in the load histories result mainly from the airplanes having been oper-
ated in rough air at different percentages of their design speeds and,
to a lesser extent, from differences snmng the gust velocities encoun-

. tired in the three operations.

Airspeeds

Overall airspeeds.- !l?heoverall distributions of airspeed in fig-
ure 5 show that the airspeeds for the cMmb conditions generally were
lower than those for the en-route and descent conditions and that the
highest airspeeds were obtained during descent. !l!heseresults are in
agreement tith other transport operations previously reported. The
airplane normally was operated below the cruising speed VC of 271 miles
per hour during climb snd en route whereas about 20 percent of the total
time in descent was at speeds greater than Vc.

For comparison, the average overall airspeeds in the three flight
conditions for the present operations and for operations C and A sre
given in the following table as a percentage of the design cruising
speeds Vc.

Overall average airspeed, percent VC
Operation

Climb En route I Ikscent

Present 66 8P @
C (ref. 1) 77
A (ref. 2) 2 E 80

Comparison of the values in the table shows that the present airplane
was operated in each flight condition at a higher percentage of its
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design cruising speed

differences among the

IJ.ACATN *83

Vc than the other two airplanes. ‘Themaximum #

average airspeeds for the three operations are
5 percent, 15 percent, and U percent for QIe climb, en-route, and . ‘~
descent conditions, respectively. The comparison indicates, therefore,
that appreciable differences exist among the airspeed practices used in
the three operations.

—

Airspeeds in ro~ air.- Comparison in figure 5 of the distributions
of airspeeds at which accelerations ~ ~ 0.3g were experienced with

the overall airspeed distributions shows that only slight differences
exist between the airspeeds for overall operations and the speeds in
rough air. The airspeeds during clinibwere norully lower then the
speed for maximum gust intensi~ VB; consequently, a reduction in air-
speed generally was not necessary when encountering,rough air in this
flight condition. In addition, the results in figure 5 do not indicate
any appreciable reduction in airspeed upon encountering rough air ‘inthe
en-route and descent conditions. In order to determine whether the air-
speed was reduced for the higher levels of acceleration, the VGH data
were sorted to obtain the distributions of airspeeds at which an ~ 0.5g

and ~ ~ 0.7g were encountered. Comparison of these airspeeds with
the overall.airspeeds also indicated no appreciable slowdown for the
higher levels of acceleration. The results indicate, therefore, that
significant airspeed reductions were not obtained prior to encountering
the rough air represented in the present dat,a. llheseresults are in
agreement with the analyses given in references 1 and 2.

In order to compare the airspeed practices in rough air for the
present operations with those for operations C and A, the average atr-
speeds in rough air for the three operations are given by flight condi-
tion in the following table as a percentage of the design cruising
speed Vc. ,

operatim

~

Present 69 86 88
C (ref. 1) 65 68 7’7
A (ref. 2) 66 77 80

.

.—

.

Comparison of the values in the tible shows that the present airplane
was operated in each flight condition at a higher percentage of its
design cruising s-peed Vc than were the other two airplanes. The

——

—
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.
.

relatively high percentage of Vc at which the

flown in rough air cmtributed substantially to

9

present airplane was

the higher gust-load
. history for

As has

%e operation. (See fig. 2.)

Estimated Gust fistory for Extended Operations

been noted in previous reports (for example, ref. 7), VGH
data samples generally are-limited in size and do not provide adequate
information on the larger loads and gust velocities which occur very
infrequently. la order to obtain estimates of the larger values for
extended operations, therefore, recourse has been tie in the past to
synthesis of results from VGH and V-G data. Although V-G data are not
availsbl.efor the present airplsne, 48,187 flight hours of V-G data
taken on a earlier mcdel of the airplane during operatims on the present
route are reported in reference 8. h order to obtain an estimate of the

- overall gust history for the operatims on the present route, the gust-
velocity data of reference 8 were converted to derived gust velocities
Ude and are plotted in figure 6 together with the present VGH gust data.

. The solid line in the figure was faired to represent the general trend
of the cmbined-data samples. For comparison, the estimated overall
gust history for operation C of reference 1 is shown by the dashed line
in figure 6.

inspection of figure 6 shows that the maximum gust velocity from
the V-G data is about twice as large as that from the VGH data. This
difference between the magnitudes of the gust velocities appesrs reason-
able when the SO to 1 difference between the size of the two data samples
is considered. Figure 6 also shows that only small differences exist
between the estimated overall gust histories for the present operations
ti operation C.

CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of VGH data obtained from a four-engine cmmnercial
transport airplane during scheduled operations on an eastern United
States route has indicated the following results:

●

.’

1. Gust velocities less than about 40 feet per second were experi-
enced twice as frequently in this operation as in operation C of NACA
TN 3365, and roughly five times as frequently as in operation A of NACA
TN 3475. Based on a synthesis of V-G and VGH data, there appears to be
little difference between the frequency of gusts larger than about
40 feet per second for the present operation and for operation A.
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2. Given fractions of the cmputed limit-gust-load-factorincre-

/
ment ~ anm were exceeded about twice as frequently in the present

operations as in operation C. Ih comparison.yith operation A, values

/
Of an an~ of 0.2 wereexceeded about five times as frequently and

/
values Of an anw of 0.6, about 20 times as frequent~.

.

3. For these operations (covering altitudes up to about 20,000 feet),
the number of gusts per miles of flight decreased significantlywith
increasing altitude, particularly as regards gusts less than about
30 feet per second.

4. Approximately one-ha~ the total nuttiberof gust accelerations
greater than 0.3g occurred during the descent condition.

5. There was no appreciable airspeed reduction prior to encountering
the rough air represented in the present data.

—
*

6. The airs~ed in rough air, expressed as a percent of design
cruising speed Vc, was appreciably higher than for operations A and C. .

This relatively higher operating speed contributed primrily to the
larger loads for the present operation.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., June 21, 1955....
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Acceleratiim, *, I
Frequency distribute.cmfor -

g lmltE I Cllmb

0.3 to 0.4
.4 to .5
.? to .6
.6 to .7
.7 to .8
.8 to .9
.9 to 1.0

138
31

;
3
1

Total I 236

Fll@t hours
Averege irdicated
-speed, nph

Fl@t miks
lRmber of acceleratimm
~ 0.3g per mile
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En route
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61
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1

l,pg

191

4.% d

5.8 X 10-2

‘lb&l frequency
distribution

2,J+c6
5s6
-8
50
18
8

3

3,199

1,038

1.4 x 10-2

G

I
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TABLE 11.- COhfARISOH (IFHUMEN?C CIPERATIONS WITH CIPERMTORSAM!DC

[Four-enginetransportairpl,ane~

I
?iCu’-ul-sou’mroutes In

Present eastern United States

-1-
Ueight, ~&WW,
lb

lh/BQ ft-4-
Average
Cruifli. A=d
Bltituae

ft
U@’t, hr

12,m 1.7

Awmage indicated
airspeed,@l

=3 I 233

I 218 I 232

14,1CU) 1. ~ 228 E33

%repeed In rough air is defined aa tbe ammge 6peed at vbich acceleraticme ~ 0.3g

were encamtered.



Chlst veloci@,

we, fw

8toz

K2t016
titOm
2oto24
&to28
28t032 .
32 tO $
36 tp 40
4oto4k “

r
Total

Flight hours

Amsrage in!licated

drspeed, mph

Imght Illilfxl

+

Ikequency dlstrihuticm for ~titudes of .
9?otsl

15,000 to frequency

20)000 ft
aistributiorl

ld
1,1$

474
127
43
13
4

2

1,gm

211

4. 8:u+

753

281

1o,ooo to
15,000 ft

5&

358

8.1?1(+

132

37 .1,991

2 *1

2 216

79
22

1 M?

,5
2

+

%hls total inclules 9 hours above m Sltltuis of 20,000 feet.

c“
I I
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